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Year 5 & 6 girls at Aston Villa 
Football Tournament



EYFS
Next week, we will be starting a new topic all about France. The children 
will be tasting French food, learning about the French customs, traditions 
and about some of their famous landmarks.  We will be making an Eiffel 
tower out of straws. The children will be exposed to the French language 
and learn some simple words.

Thank you to all our parents for being so fantastic about coming to our 
handwriting mornings and supporting your children with homework every 
week. It really does make a big difference to your child.

KS1
This week we have finished our animals science topic. The children have 
really enjoyed making bird food cakes to feed the birds outside. This will 
give the children an opportunity to observe the birds as bird watchers.

 The Year One children have also enjoyed writing pet poems using repeated 
language and verbs. They are fantastic! Next week we will be starting our 
new international topic – it is a secret as to which country we have chosen!

LKS2
This week we have been learning about all the bones in our body. We have 
been trying really hard to use the scientific names for them. Next week we 
will be learning about China. We have are going to concentrate on 4 topics: 
food, dragons, Thai chi and writing.

Bible Verse of the Week

“Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be 
discouraged, for the LORD your God is with you wherever 

you go.”
Joshua 1:9



                                               

                                              

                        
          
                         

UKS2
Next week we are starting our Japan International topic. This is going to 
be a fantastic two weeks to learn about another culture. On Thursday we 
are very excited to be going to the Zen-Chi Martial arts academy as part 
of our topic. The children will have the chance to experience Japanese 
culture by trying some food, learning some greetings, and even taking 
part in some basic karate lessons! You will be receiving letters about this 
trip imminently, which will contain all of the information that you need.

In Science this week we finished off our ‘Get Sorted’ materials topic 
by conducting an experiment to test the viscosity of liquids. We tipped 
various types down a large board and timed how long they took to run to 
the bottom. I still think we are waiting for the ketchup to finish! 

Information from the office
Please can all parents be reminded that we only allow bottles of water in 
school - no juice or soft drinks.

The school gates need to be kept clear at all times. This is for access and to 
prevent any dangerous situations occurring.



Year 3:  Prisha
Year 4:  Kira
Year 5:  Julia
Year 6:  Dasheque

  
Reception:  Issa
Year 1: Tyrese            
Year 2: Nikita    

1st: UKS2 97.62%

Year 3:  Tia
Year 4:  Eddie
Year 5:  Kaizen
Year 6:  Sainbou

 
Reception:  Jacob
Year 1:  Abdu
Year 2:  Angela

Year 3:  Sumaya
Year 4:  Mohammad
Year 5:  Lakiya
Year 6:  Raheem

 

Year 3:   Jinjun
Year 4:   Nawal
Year 5:   Junying
Year 6:   Anthonella

Year 1:  Michelle
Year 2:  Tianna

2nd: KS1 95.3%

This week’s house winners:

3rd: LKS2 93.45%
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Reception: Kacem
Year 1:  Tyrese         
Year 2:  Edir
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